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Abstract—We investigate regression for variable length sequen-
tial data containing missing samples and introduce a novel tree
architecture based on the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
networks. In our architecture, we employ a variable number
of LSTM networks, which use only the existing inputs in the
sequence, in a tree-like architecture without any statistical as-
sumptions or imputations on the missing data, unlike all the pre-
vious approaches. In particular, we incorporate the missingness
information by selecting a subset of these LSTM networks based
on ”presence-pattern” of a certain number of previous inputs.
From the mixture of experts perspective, we train different LSTM
networks as our experts for various missingness patterns and then
combine their outputs to generate the final prediction. We also
provide the computational complexity analysis of the proposed
architecture, which is in the same order of the complexity of
the conventional LSTM architectures for the sequence length.
Our method can be readily extended to similar structures such
as GRUs, RNNs as remarked in the paper. In the experiments,
we achieve significant performance improvements with respect
to the state-of-the-art methods for the well-known financial and
real life datasets.
Index Terms—Missing Data, Regression, Long Short-Term
Memory, Recurrent Neural Networks, Mixture of Experts
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Preliminaries
We study regression of variable length sequential data con-
taining missing samples. Here, we sequentially receive a data
sequence suffering from missing input values and estimate an
unknown desired signal related to this data sequence. In most
regression tasks involving sequential data, one usually assumes
that we have the complete data sequence [1]. However, nearly
in every real life application, the data sequences usually
contain missing input values due to various reasons such as
inconvenience, anomalies and cost savings [2], [3]. Further-
more, in many real life problems such as medical imaging
applications [4] and finance [5], we encounter nonuniformly
sampled data, which can be modelled as a missing data case
[6].
To mitigate these issues, the widely used approaches make
certain statistical assumptions on the missing data [7], [8],
however, these assumptions usually do not hold and the
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performance severally degrades in these situations, if the
assumptions to not hold [1]. In our framework, we have no
such artificial statistical assumptions on the missing data.
Therefore, our algorithm is less prone to statistical mismatches
(if any) and provides a more stable and robust performance
in different applications as demonstrated in our simulations.
Specifically, we study the regression problem for variable
length data sequences, which contain missing samples, in a
supervised framework. In particular, we sequentially observe
a data sequence along with its corresponding labels and
find a nonlinear relation to predict the labels of the future
observations.
Regression (or prediction as the special case) is extensively
studied in the machine learning [9], [10], [11] and neural
network literatures [3], [12], [13]. The neural network based
regression methods are usually preferred in real life appli-
cations due to their capability of modelling highly complex
and nonlinear structures [14]. Among various types of neural
networks, in particular, recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
are used to process sequences since these networks have an
inherent memory storing the past information [14]. Although
simple RNNs are able to learn temporal behaviour and identify
sequential patterns thanks to their memory, they are usually
incapable of capturing the long term dependencies due to
vanishing and exploding gradient problems [15]. To resolve
these problems, the long short-term memory (LSTM) neural
networks [15], which are gated RNN architectures with several
control structures, are introduced.
The LSTM networks show a significant performance im-
provement in sequential data processing applications thanks
to their control structures [14]. However, this performance
usually decreases in real life applications involving missing
data [3], [16]. To resolve this issue, one can use imputation
techniques for the missing samples and extend the feature vec-
tor with an indicator representing whether the corresponding
input exists or not, e.g., [17], [16]. However, these approaches
usually suffer since (i) either the imputations indicate only
the non-presence of the input and do not contain ”any in-
formation” from the input sequence or (ii) the imputations
are not adaptable, i.e., they invariably use the same pattern to
substitute the missing values. Hence, they provide less than
adequate performance in real life applications [3].
In this paper, we resolve these problems by introducing a
sequential and hierarchical nonlinear learning algorithm based
on the LSTM networks, where the outputs of a variable num-
ber of LSTM networks are adaptively combined in a tree-like
architecture. Particularly, our architecture grants each LSTM
network the capability of modelling an input sequence with a
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specific ”missingness pattern” (as explained later in the text)
and learns to adaptively combine the outputs of these LSTM
networks. By this way, the proposed algorithm incorporates
the missingness information by selecting the particular LSTM
networks based on the existence of the certain input patterns.
Hence, it exploits both the input signal itself as well as the
missingness pattern to mitigate the effects of the missing sam-
ples without making any statistical or artificial assumptions
on the underlying data. In addition, our architecture keeps
the computational load in terms of number of multiplication
operations less than the computational load of the conventional
algorithms especially when the number of missing samples is
high. Through an extensive set of experiments, we illustrate
significant performance gains compared to the state-of-the-art
methods in several real life regression tasks.
B. Prior Art and Comparisons
Among few proposed solutions for processing sequential
data containing missing samples, [17] imputes all-zero vectors
for these missing inputs. However, this arbitrary input causes
deterioration in the information stored in the memory of the
LSTM network since the cell and the recurrent input are
calculated based on this artificial and unrelated to the input
substitutions [3]. On the other hand, in our architecture the
LSTM networks process only the inputs included in the data
sequence based on the missingness information. Therefore,
while we incorporate the missingness information, we com-
pletely preserve the content and avoid artifacts due to arbitrary
data inclusions, e.g., zero values, mean values, etc., in the
memory of the LSTM networks.
In [16], the authors use forward-filling algorithm to com-
plete the missing data, i.e., they feed the LSTM network
with the previous data when the input is missing. They also
extend the input vector by a binary missingness indicator,
which shows whether the input vector is originally missing
or not. Although their algorithm incorporates the missingness
information by adding an indicator to the input vector, the
information in the memory is corrupted since the same input
is feed to the LSTM network multiple times [3]. In our
architecture, the main LSTM network, which contains the
essential memory of the architecture, updates the content in
the memory once for each input and prevents the redundant
contributions from the inputs.
We emphasize that the conventional LSTM based methods
[17], [16] are inadequate to process sequential data containing
missing samples since they suffer from certain obstacle such
as deterioration in the information stored in the memory.
Here, we employ a novel LSTM network based on a tree
architecture, which combines the outputs of a variable number
of LSTM networks for sequential regression tasks ”without”
sacrifice from computational load. Our architecture assigns a
unique LSTM network based on the missingness information.
C. Contributions
Our contributions are as follows.
1) We introduce a novel LSTM network based on a tree
architecture for processing sequential data containing
missing samples. Our architecture incorporates the miss-
ingness information by selection of particular LSTM
networks instead of artificially putting the missingness
information into the input vectors unlike the conven-
tional methods [16], [17].
2) For the first time in the literature, the LSTM networks
learn to model the effect of missing inputs only from the
existing inputs without any assumptions or imputations
on the missing inputs. Therefore, we effectively mitigate
the disturbing effects of missing input samples unlike the
conventional methods [16], [17].
3) Since the proposed architecture uses only the received
data to generate its output, our algorithm prevents the
deterioration of the information stored in the memory
due to disparate or multiple imputations unlike [16],
[17].
4) Our architecture can be straightforwardly extended to
the similar networks working in sequential manner such
as RNN and GRU [18].
5) Through extensive set of experiments involving financial
and real life datasets, we demonstrate significant perfor-
mance gains achieved by our architecture for real life
problems with computational complexity in the order
of the classical approaches.
D. Organization of the Paper
The organization of the paper as follows. We formally define
our problem setting in Section II. In Section III, we first
introduce our architecture combining the LSTM networks for
an example case to clarify the framework and then extend it to
the generic case. In Section IV, we compare the performance
of our architecture with respect to the state-of-the-art archi-
tectures. The paper concludes with several remarks in Section
V.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this paper, all vectors are column vectors and denoted
by boldface lower case letters. Matrices are represented by
the boldface capital letters. xk denotes the kth element of the
vector x. For a vector x, ||x||1 =
∑ |xk| is the `1-norm and
xT is the ordinary transpose. Xtk,j represents the j
th column
of the matrix Xtk , where tk is the time stamp.
We sequentially observe variable length vector sequences
X = [xt1 , ...,xtn ] ∈ X , where xtk ∈ Rm is the regression
vector and n is the length of the sequence X . Here, the
vector sequence X is coming at a constant rate, however,
X contains missing samples, i.e., certain regression vectors,
xtk , are missing from the data sequence. Note that xtk is
either completely received or completely missing, i.e., we do
not consider the case only certain entries of xtk are missing.
The desired output for the regression vector xtk is given by
dtk ∈ Ru and our goal is to estimate dtk by
dˆtk = ftk(xtk , . . . ,xt1 ,dtk−1 , . . . ,dt1),
where ftk(·) is a possibly time varying and adaptive nonlinear
regression function at time step tk. The estimate dˆtk is a
function of the current and past observations. Note that in
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Fig. 1: An example data sequence with missing inputs.
certain tasks such as the next value prediction problem dtk is
not only the output, but also the next input, i.e., dtk = xtk+1 .
In such cases, either one of xtk or dtk may be missing,
whereas the other one exists. For the tasks where dtk is only
the output of xtk , i.e., dtk 6= xtk+1 , either both xtk and dtk are
received or both are missing. For the input xtk , the incurred
loss is l(dtk , dˆtk) and for the whole vector sequence X , we
suffer E = 1n
∑n
k=1 l(dtk , dˆtk).
Since the data has missing samples, the arrival times of
the regression vectors are not regular, i.e., the time intervals
between the consecutive regression vectors xtk and xtk+1 may
vary and we denote these arrival intervals by ∆tk’s,
∆tk , tk − tk−1.
To clarify the framework, in Fig. 1, we illustrate an example
data sequence X = [xt1 , ..., xt8 ], where each vector is selected
as a scalar, i.e., u = 1, with constant time intervals ∆.
However, the data sequence has missing samples, i.e., x3∆,
x6∆ and x7∆. Here, xtk represents the samples in a received
order, e.g., xt2 = x∆. xm∆ is the data at time m∆, which we
may receive, e.g., x2∆, or may not receive, e.g., x3∆. Hence,
for this sequence xt1 = x0∆, xt2 = x1∆, xt3 = x2∆, xt4 =
x4∆, xt5 = x5∆, xt6 = x8∆, xt7 = x9∆ and xt8 = x10∆.
Since the time intervals between the consecutive regression
vectors are not regular, the regression function should adapt
different cases to predict the desired signal. As an example, let
us consider one step ahead prediction as a special regression
task for this input sequence. Then, xt3 = x2∆ should be
predicted using the x0∆ and x1∆. However, xt4 = x4∆ should
be predicted using the x2∆, x1∆ and x0∆ since x3∆ is missing.
Here, we use recurrent neural networks to generate the
sequential estimates dˆtk . A basic RNN structure is given by
[19]
htk = f(W hxtk +Rhhtk−1)
ytk = g(Ryhtk),
(1)
where xtk ∈ Rm is the regression vector, htk ∈ Rq is the state
vector and ytk ∈ Rq is the output at time tk. W h ∈ Rq×m,
Rh ∈ Rq×q represent the input weight matrices, Ry ∈ Rq×q
is the output weight matrix. f(·) and g(·) are the nonlinear
functions and apply point-wise operations.
As a special case of the RNNs, we focus on the LSTM
networks. Among many different variants of the LSTM archi-
tecture, we use the most widely used variant, i.e., the LSTM
architecture without peephole connections illustrated in Fig.
2. The LSTM architecture is given by the following set of
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Fig. 2: Detailed schematic of the LSTM architecture.
equations:
ztk = g(W zxtk +Rzhtk−1) (2)
itk = σ(W ixtk +Rihtk−1) (3)
f tk = σ(W fxtk +Rfhtk−1) (4)
otk = σ(W oxtk +Rohtk−1) (5)
ctk = itk  ztk + f t  ctk−1 (6)
htk = otk  g(ctk), (7)
where xtk ∈ Rm is the input vector, ctk ∈ Rq is the state
vector and htk ∈ Rq is the output vector of the LSTM network
at time tk. ztk is the block input, itk , f tk , otk ∈ Rq represent
the input, forget and output gates at time tk, respectively. W z ,
W i, W f , W o ∈ Rq×m are the input weight matrices and Rz ,
Ri, Rf , Ro ∈ Rq×q are the recurrent input weight matrices.
g(·) and σ(·) are the point-wise nonlinear activation functions.
g(·) is commonly set to the tangent hyperbolic function, i.e.,
tanh(·) and σ(·) is the sigmoid function. With the abuse of
notation, we incorporate the bias weights, bz , bi, bf , bo ∈ Rq ,
into the input weight matrices and denote them by W θ =
[W θ; bθ], θ ∈ {z, i, f, o}, where xt = [xt; 1]. As described in
the following section, we estimate the desired signal dtk by
dˆtk = wˆ
T
tk
hˆtk , (8)
where wˆtk ∈ Rq is the regression coefficients. To obtain hˆtk ,
we adaptively combine the outputs of the different LSTM
networks in our architecture by
hˆtk =
Ktk∑
i=1
α
(i)
tk
h
(i)
tk
, (9)
where h(i)tk is the output of the i
th LSTM network, Ktk is the
number of the total LSTM networks to be combined at time
tk and hˆtk is the linear combination of these outputs.
In the following, we introduce a tree architecture based
on the LSTM networks working on the sequential data with
missing samples, and also provide its forward-pass formulas.
III. LSTM NETWORK BASED TREE ARCHITECTURE
Since the time intervals between the regression vectors
are not regular in the case of missing data, the regression
function should adapt to different scenarios to estimate the
desired signal. Hence, we directly incorporate the missingness
information into our nonlinear regression function ftk(·) to
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Fig. 3: Detailed schematic of the Tree-LSTM architecture, where the tree depth L = 2. Note that xtk = xm∆.
model the effect of the missing data in our sequence. In our
algorithm, we consider the missing input values in a particular
window, which shifts at each time step. The length of this
window is a user defined parameter and adjusts the modeling
capacity vs. trainability trade-off. We investigate the effect of
window length in Section IV.
For this purpose, we first partition the regression function
ftk(·) into two parts as follows
dˆtk =θ
M
tk
fMtk(·) + θWtkfWtk (·), (10)
where fWtk (·) processes the input sequence in a particular
window, e.g., the length-3 window in Fig. 1, and fMtk(·) is
the main regression function using the whole input sequence
except the samples inside the window. The purpose of two
distinct functions will be clear in the following.
Specifically, for a length-L window, fMtk(·) and
fWtk (·) process the inputs [x0∆, . . . ,x(m−L)∆] and
[x(m−L+1)∆, . . . ,xm∆], where tk = m∆, respectively.
Here, fMtk(·) captures the general pattern of the data, while
fWtk (·) provides more elaborate decisions on the inputs inside
the window. Next, we incorporate the missingness information
into fWtk (·), i.e., fWtk (·,p
(L)
tk
).
We define ”presence-pattern”, i.e., the pattern of the present
input samples, p(L)tk = [p
(L)
tk,1
, . . . , p
(L)
tk,L
] ∈ {0, 1}L, which
holds the missingness information in its most explicit form,
i.e., whether the inputs [x(m−L+1)∆, . . . ,xm∆] exist or not,
where xtk = xm∆. For example, a length-3 presence-pattern
p
(3)
tk
= [1, 0, 1] indicates that xm∆ and x(m−2)∆ are received,
however, x(m−1)∆ is missing from the input sequence, where
tk = m∆. The presence-pattern always has the same length
with the window, i.e., L = W , hence, we drop the length L to
simplify the notation, i.e., ptk . Note that we explicitly incor-
porate the missingness information into fWtk (·,ptk), besides,
fMtk(·) carries this information for the past inputs thanks to the
memory in the LSTM architecture. Hence, we also provide
this missingness information for the former inputs.
There exist L input vectors inside the window of length
L, which corresponds to 2L possible unique presence-patterns
since each input vector has two options, i.e., may or may not
exist. Since all-zero presence-pattern indicates all of the inputs
inside the window are missing, we have 2L − 1 presence-
patterns containing inputs to be processed. In our algorithm,
we assign a unique regression function to process each of these
patterns, while fMtk(·) corresponds to all-zero pattern since it
only uses the inputs outside the window, which is the main
reason using two functions in (10). For this purpose, we divide
fWtk (·,ptk) into 2L − 1 components as follows
dˆtk =θ
M
tk
fMtk(·) + θWtk
2L−1∑
i=1
β
(i)
tk
fWitk (·,ptk), (11)
where θMtk , θ
W
tk
and β(i)tk ∈ R. Each fWitk (·) is the regression
function specifically assigned to process the input sequence
with a unique presence-pattern p(i). As an example, fW1tk (·),
fW5tk (·) and fW7tk (·) process the inputs for length-3 presence-
patterns p(1) = [0, 0, 1], p(5) = [1, 0, 1] and p(7) = [1, 1, 1],
respectively, which is the binary representation of the number
i using L bits. We can also consider fMtk(·) is the regression
function for the all-zero presence-pattern p(0) = [0, 0, 0]. In
its most extensive form, our model contains 2L unique regres-
sion functions, the computational loads and the methods for
reducing the number of regression functions will be explained
in Section III-B.
One can directly use fWitk (·) to process the inputs inside
the window, when p(i) = ptk . However, note that cer-
tain presence-patterns inherently contain the other presence-
patterns, therefore, we can use multiple regression functions
to improve the estimate dˆtk for the same ptk . For example,
when ptk = [0, 1, 1] is received, we also obtain the patterns
[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1] and [0, 1, 0]. Therefore, we have sufficient
information to use and train fMtk(·), fW1tk (·) and fW2tk (·) in
addition to fW3tk (·). To represent this relation, we define pres-
ence subpattern p¯tk such that if max (p¯tk,j ,ptk,j) = ptk,j ,∀j
excluding p¯tk = ptk , then p¯tk is a subpattern of ptk . Next,
we define the set P tk as the active set of the presence-
pattern ptk such that P tk contains all possible subpatterns
of ptk in addition to ptk itself. To simplify the notation, we
also define the set P ′tk such that P
′
tk
contains the decimal
representations of the presence-patterns included in the set
P tk . As an example, for ptk = [1, 0, 1], the active set P tk ={[0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1], [1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 1]} and P ′tk = {0, 1, 4, 5}.
Note that all-zero pattern, i.e., [0, 0, 0] for L = 3, is always
included in the active set.
In our architecture, we use a separate LSTM network to
model each regression function in (11). In particular, we
employ one main LSTM network modelling fMtk(·) and also
many different leaf LSTM networks without computational
increase thanks to our tree approach, which model the re-
gression functions fWitk (·) in (11). While the main LSTM
network captures the general pattern of the data, the leaf LSTM
networks provide more precise outputs based on the presence-
pattern inside the window. We pass the state and the output of
the main LSTM network to the leaf LSTM networks as their
initial states and recurrent inputs to provide them with the
information on the history of the sequence. We then combine
the outputs of these LSTM networks to generate our final
output.
In our algorithm, each leaf LSTM network is assigned
to a particular presence-pattern. If an input is missing in a
length-L window, the LSTM networks containing this input
in their assigned input sequence do not generate their outputs.
Therefore, only a subset of the leaf LSTM networks contribute
to the final output based on the existence of the inputs inside
the particular window in case of missing data. By this way,
we directly incorporate the missingness information by select-
ing the particular leaf LSTM networks instead of artificially
inserting it into the input vectors as done in literature [17],
[16]. Due to this hierarchical nature we name our architecture
as the Tree-LSTM architecture.
To clarify the algorithm, let us say we receive a sequence
with missing samples as illustrated in Fig. 1 and the aim is
to predict the next sample, i.e., dtk = xtk+1 . For example,
to estimate xt8 = x10∆ in Fig. 1, the length-3 window
encapsulates the inputs [x7∆,x8∆,x9∆]. The main LSTM
network processes the existing inputs before this window, i.e.,
[xt1 , . . . ,xt5 ] = [x0∆, . . . ,x5∆] and generates its state and
output vectors. Since x7∆ is missing from our sequence, only
the leaf LSTM networks, which do not contain x7∆ in their
input sequences, are able to generate their outputs. Next, we
combine the outputs of different LSTM networks and obtain
our final estimate.
In Section III-A, we first provide our architecture with a
specific depth to clarify the framework. In particular, we select
the depth as L = 2 to provide a clear representation of the
algorithm with a small number of LSTM networks. We then
extend this architecture to the generic case in III-B.
A. A Specific Tree-LSTM Architecture
Suppose the depth of the Tree-LSTM network is L = 2
and we estimate the generic desired signal as in Fig. 3. The
architecture contains 22 = 4 different LSTM networks. For
each LSTM network, W (j)z , W
(j)
i , W
(j)
f , W
(j)
o ∈ Rq×m are
the input weight matrices and R(j)z , R
(j)
i , R
(j)
f , R
(j)
o ∈ Rq×q
are the recurrent weight matrices of the jth LSTM network,
i.e., LSTM(j) in Fig. 3.
This architecture as shown in Fig. 3 contains four differ-
ent LSTM networks, i.e., LSTM(0), LSTM(1), LSTM(2) and
LSTM(3), where each LSTM network is responsible for pro-
cessing the data sequence with a particular presence-pattern.
In particular, LSTM(0), LSTM(1), LSTM(2) and LSTM(3)
are assigned to the presence-patterns [0, 0], [0, 1], [1, 0] and
[1, 1], respectively. Here, we have one main LSTM network,
i.e., LSTM(0), to identify the general pattern and propagate
the essential state information contained in the state and
output vectors c(0)tk and h
(0)
tk
. The other three LSTM networks,
i.e., LSTM(1), LSTM(2) and LSTM(3), are the leaf LSTM
networks. They receive c(0)tk and h
(0)
tk
as their initial states
and process their input sequences inside the length-2 window.
Note that while the LSTM(0) network runs over the whole
sequence, the other three LSTM networks process only the
data sequence corresponding to their presence-patterns in this
window.
When a regression vector xtk with a particular presence-
pattern ptk is received, only the LSTM networks included in
the active set of ptk , i.e., P
′
tk
, process their corresponding
input sequences and generate their outputs. For example, when
ptk = [1, 1], all of the four LSTM networks generate output
since P ′ = {0, 1, 2, 3}. To generate these outputs, firstly, the
main LSTM network processes the input xtk−2 and generates
its state and output vectors, c(0)tk−2 and h
(0)
tk−2 , respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3, these vectors are passed to the leaf
LSTM networks as their initial states and recurrent inputs.
Then, each leaf LSTM network processes its corresponding
input sequence, i.e., the input is merely xtk for LSTM
(1),
similarly, merely xtk−1 for LSTM
(2) and [xtk−1 ,xtk ] for
LSTM(3). Although all four LSTM networks are active for
this presence-pattern ptk = [1, 1], this is not the case for
the other presence-patterns. As an example, for the presence-
pattern ptk = [1, 0], only LSTM
(0) and LSTM(2) generate
output since P ′tk = {0, 2}. Note that LSTM(0) generates output
at each time step since presence-pattern [0, 0] is included in
the active set for any pattern, i.e., [0, 0] ∈ ∀P tk .
From the mixture of experts perspective [20], [21], [22],
each LSTM network is an expert. The space of input vector
sequences X is divided into regions in a hierarchical manner
based on the presence-pattern at each time step. To generate
the final estimate, we combine the outputs of the eligible
experts, i.e., the active LSTM networks, as
hˆtk =
4∑
i=1
α
(i)
tk
h¯
(i)
tk
, (12)
where α(i)tk is the weight for the output of the i
th LSTM
network, i.e., LSTM(i), as learned in the following. To hold
consistency in the time subscripts tk, we represent the output
of the LSTM(i) network with h¯(i)tk instead of h
(i)
tk
, where h¯(i)tk
is the most updated h(i)tk . For example, in Fig. 3, h¯
(0)
tk
= h
(0)
tk−2 ,
h¯
(1)
tk
and h¯(3)tk are the outputs of the LSTM
(1) and LSTM(3)
networks generated by using the input xm∆. Similarly, h¯
(2)
tk
is
the output of the LSTM(2) network generated with the input
x(m−1)∆ since the last input for the LSTM
(2) network is
x(m−1)∆. hˆtk is the linear combination of these outputs.
The number of the LSTM outputs to be combined varies
with respect to the presence-pattern at each time step. We
need an adaptive algorithm to determine weights α(i)tk to hold
combined outputs on the same scale. For this purpose we
use softmax(·) function to determine the combination weights
α
(i)
tk
, hence, the sum of the combination weights is always
set to 1, i.e.,
∑4
i=1 α
(i)
tk
= 1. The combination weights are
calculated as
α
(i)
tk
=

exp
(
w˜(i)
T
h˜
(i)
tk
)
∑
j∈P ′tk
exp
(
w˜(j)
T
h˜
(j)
tk
) if i ∈ P ′tk
0 otherwise
, (13)
where w˜(i)tk ∈ R4+q . h˜
(i)
tk
∈ R4+q is defined as h˜(i)tk =
[ptk ;p
(i); h¯
(i)
tk
], i.e., we incorporate the missingness infor-
mation in length-2 window to the weight calculations by
appending the presence-patterns of the current input and the
LSTM(i) network to the LSTM network outputs. Note that we
consider only the outputs of the LSTM networks in the active
set P ′tk to calculate combined output hˆtk . The final estimate
of the desired signal is calculated by
dˆtk = wˆ
T
tk
hˆtk . (14)
In Section III-B, we explain the proposed architecture for
the generic case, i.e., length-L window.
B. Generic Tree-LSTM Architecture
In this subsection, we consider the Tree-LSTM architecture
for the generic case, i.e., the depth of the Tree-LSTM is
L. The architecture contains 2L different LSTM networks,
where each LSTM network specializes in estimation of desired
signal dtk from an input sequence [xtk , . . . ,xt1 ] with a
particular presence-pattern ptk ∈ RL. W (j)z , W
(j)
i , W
(j)
f ,
W (j)o ∈ Rq×m are the input weight matrices and R(j)z , R(j)i ,
R
(j)
f , R
(j)
o ∈ Rq×q are the recurrent weight matrices of the
LSTM(j) network.
To generate the estimate of the desired signal dtk , we first
create the presence-pattern ptk and its corresponding sets P tk ,
P ′tk by considering the existence of the last L input vectors,
i.e., [x(m−L+1)∆, . . . ,xm∆], where m∆ = tk. Based on this
presence-pattern, we choose 2||ptk ||1 LSTM networks, i.e.,
LSTM(j), where j ∈ P ′, among the total 2L LSTM networks
in the architecture. As described in Algorithm, firstly, the
main LSTM network, LSTM(0), generates its state and output
vectors, h(0)tk−L , c
(0)
tk−L , by processing the input x(m−L)∆, if it
exists. Otherwise, we directly use the previous state and output
vectors of the main LSTM network. We then pass these state
and output vectors of the main LSTM network, i.e., c(0)tk−L
and h(0)tk−L , to the leaf LSTM networks, i.e., LSTM
(j), where
j ∈ P ′tk , as their initial state and recurrent input vectors. Each
active leaf LSTM network processes its corresponding length-
||p(i)||1 input sequence X(i)tk and generates its output vector.
Note that in Algorithm, H(i)tk , C
(i)
tk
∈ Rq×||p(i)||1 are the
Algorithm The Tree-LSTM Network Regressor
1: k = 0
2: for m = 1 to L do
3: xtk = xm∆
4: end for
5: for m = L+ 1 to N do
6: if x(m)∆ exists then
7: k = k + 1
8: xtk = xm∆
9: end if
10: if x(m−L)∆ exists then
11: h
(0)
tk−L , c
(0)
tk−L ⇐ LSTM(0)(xtk−L)
12: else
13: h
(0)
tk−L = h
(0)
tk−L−1
14: c
(0)
tk−L = c
(0)
tk−L−1
15: end if
16: h¯
(0)
tk
= h
(0)
tk−L
17: for all i ∈ S′tk do
18: H
(i)
tk,1
= h
(0)
tk−L−1
19: C
(i)
tk,1
= c
(0)
tk−L−1
20: for j = 1 to ||p(i)||1 do
21: H
(i)
tk,j
,C
(i)
tk,j
⇐ LSTM(i)(X(i)tk,j)
22: end for
23: h¯
(i)
tk
= H
(i)
tk,||p(i)||1
24: end for
25: for all i ∈ P ′tk do
26: h˜
(i)
tk
= [ptk ;p
(i); h¯
(i)
tk
]
27: α(i) = softmax(w˜(i)
T
h˜
(i)
tk
)
28: end for
29: hˆtk =
∑
i∈P ′ α
(i)h¯
(i)
tk
30: dtk = wˆ
T hˆtk
31: etk =
1
2 (dt − dˆt)2
32: end for
matrices storing the state and output vectors of the LSTM(i)
in their columns, respectively. To simplify the notation, we
denote the last output vector of each LSTM network by h¯(i)tk .
We then create h˜
(i)
tk
vectors for our combination algorithm
by appending ptk and p
(i), which represents the presence-
pattern of the LSTM(i) network, to these output vectors, i.e.,
[ptk ;p
(i); h¯
(i)
tk
]. Here, each combination weight is conditioned
on the input presence-pattern and the assigned presence-
pattern of the LSTM network. We generate the combination
weights as
α
(i)
tk
=

exp
(
w˜(i)
T
h˜
(i)
tk
)
∑
j∈P ′tk
exp
(
w˜(j)
T
h˜
(j)
tk
) if i ∈ P ′tk
0 otherwise
, (15)
where w˜(i) ∈ Rq+2L. We use α(i)tk ∈ R to linearly combine
the outputs of the LSTM networks as
hˆtk =
∑
i∈P ′
α
(i)
tk
h¯
(i)
tk
, (16)
where hˆtk ∈ Rq is the final output vector of the architecture.
Finally, we generate the estimate of the desired signal by
dˆtk = wˆ
T
tk
hˆtk , (17)
where, wˆtk ∈ Rq+1 is the final regression weights.
Remark 1: We introduce the most extensive variant of the
Tree-LSTM architecture, i.e., all of the 2L LSTM networks are
included. Since we provide an adaptive combination algorithm
working on any number of LSTM networks, one can use only
a set of desired LSTM networks by exclusively altering the
set P tk . As an example, for the length-3 presence-pattern
ptk = [1, 1, 1]
T , one can employ only the LSTM networks
with the presence-patterns [1, 0, 0]T , [1, 1, 0]T and [1, 1, 1]T
instead of the 23 = 8 LSTM networks, which corresponds
to the combination of 1−, 2− and 3−step ahead predictors.
Therefore, the number of LSTM networks can be reduced
to avoid overfitting issues and accelerate the training of the
architecture thanks to our adaptive combination algorithm.
In addition, one can also use a common weight vector w˜
to calculate α(i)tk ’s for all of the LSTM networks instead of
assigning a unique weight vector w˜(i) for each of them.
Remark 2: The complexity of the new architecture is in
the same order of the complexity of the conventional LSTM
architectures in terms of the sequence length, i.e., N . In Table
I, we provide the computational loads in terms of the number
of required multiplication operations to process a length-
N sequence containing M missing samples for the Tree-
LSTM architecture and the conventional algorithms. In Table
I, LSTM-ZI is the network that imputes all-zero vectors for the
missing inputs. LSTM-FI represents the LSTM network using
forward-filling imputation technique together with a binary
missingness indicator as another feature. In the vanilla LSTM
architecture, there exists four matrix-vector multiplications
for the input, i.e., Wxtk , four matrix-vector multiplications
for the recurrent input, i.e., Rhtk−1 , and three vector-vector
multiplications between the gates, i.e., (6) and (7), which
correspond to 4q2 + 4qm + 3q multiplication operations in
total. Since the LSTM-FI algorithm extends the feature vector
with a binary missingness indicator, the input size is m+1 for
this algorithm, which requires 4 additional multiplication oper-
ations, i.e., 4q2 +4qm+7q. Since the LSTM-ZI and LSTM-FI
algorithms impute the missing inputs with the all-zero vectors
and the previous existing input vectors, respectively, these
algorithms require N LSTM operations to process a length-
N sequence. On the other hand, the Tree-LSTM architecture
processes only the existing inputs in the sequence, which
requires N−M Tree-LSTM network operations to process the
same sequence. For each step of the Tree-LSTM architecture,
the main LSTM network processes the each existing input
once, however, the number of active leaf LSTM alters based
on the presence-pattern of the input. For a length-L window,
there exist 2L different leaf LSTM networks, which require
2L× L2 LSTM operations in total if all L inputs in the window
exist. If one input is missing, the total number of LSTM
operations for this window decreases to 2L−1×L−12 . Similarly,
the total number of LSTM operations for this window is
2L−2×L−22 for the case two inputs are missing. We emphasize
that the computational load of the Tree-LSTM architecture
Architecture Computational Load
LSTM-ZI N(4q2 + 4qm+ 3q)
LSTM-FI N(4q2 + 4qm+ 7q)
Tree-LSTM (max) (N −M)(1 + 2L−1L)(4q2 + 4qm+ 3q)
Tree-LSTM (min) (N −M)(1 + 2L(1−r)L(1−r)
2
)(4q2 + 4qm+ 3q)
TABLE I: The number of multiplication operations in the forward pass
of the LSTM-ZI, LSTM-FI and the Tree-LSTM architectures to process a
sequence with length-N , where M is the number of missing inputs. LSTM-ZI
is the network that imputes all-zero vectors for the missing inputs. LSTM-
FI represents the LSTM network using forward-filling method and a binary
missingness indicator as another feature. Tree-LSTM (max) and Tree-LSTM
(min) are the maximum and the minimum computational loads for our
architecture.
depends on the distribution of the missing inputs in addition
to number of missing inputs. In the worst (also unrealistic)
case, the missing and existing inputs are completely sep-
arated, the total computational load for our architecture is
(N −M)(1 + 2L−1L)(4q2 + 4qm+ 3q). However, while the
distribution of the missing inputs goes to the uniform distribu-
tion, the computational load our algorithm rapidly decreases
and converges to (N−M)(1+ 2L(1−r)L(1−r)2 )(4q2+4qm+3q),
where r = MN is the missingness ratio. We point out that
the computational load in terms of the number of required
multiplication operations for our algorithm decreases as the
ratio of missing inputs increases. In particular, our architecture
is more efficient than the conventional architectures for high
values of missingness ratio, r, and small values of the window
length L. For example, the computational load for the Tree-
LSTM architecture is less than the computational load for
the LSTM-ZI architecture when i) r > 0.5 if L = 2, ii)
r > 0.60 if L = 3 and iii) r > 0.65 if L = 4 in the
optimal case, i.e., the missing inputs are far from each other as
much as possible. Since the computational load for the LSTM-
FI architecture is higher than the computational load for the
LSTM-ZI architecture, our algorithm is also more efficient
than LSTM-FI architecture for these parameters.
Remark 3: We point out that our Tree-LSTM architecture
can be straightforwardly extended as follows. i) One can
combine multiple Tree-LSTM networks with distinct window
lengths in the sense of combination of mixture of experts.
ii) One can start with a small window length e.g., L = 1,
and then increase this window length as the leaf LSTM
networks are trained. We note that these trained leaf LSTM
networks constitute half of the leaf LSTM networks when we
increase the window length by 1, i.e., the leaf LSTM networks
containing a 0 in the first entry of their presence-patterns.
By this way, the capacity of the Tree-LSTM architecture
incrementally grows as we increase the window length. In
addition, since half of the the leaf LSTM networks starts as
substantially trained weights, the trainability characteristics of
the architecture for the large window lengths may increase.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we illustrate the regression performance of
the proposed Tree-LSTM architecture under different scenar-
ios with respect to the state-of-the-art algorithms in various
real-life datasets. In the first part, we focus on the next value
prediction problem over various financial datasets such as
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Fig. 4: Prediction performances for the New York Stock Exchange dataset.
the New York stock exchange (NYSE) [23] and the Bitcoin
[24]. In the second part, we compare our algorithm with
the other architectures on the several real life datasets such
as kinematics [25] and California housing [26]. We also
illustrate the performance of our architecture in underfitting
and overfitting (in terms of the depth of the tree) scenarios.
Throughout this section, ”TL” represents the Tree-LSTM
architecture. In the first two part, we use the Tree-LSTM
architecture with the depth L = 3 to have sufficient length
input sequences for the leaf LSTM networks by keeping
the number of the LSTM networks in a certain limit. The
single LSTM network using i) the zero imputation and ii)
the forward-filling imputation with a missingness indicator
algorithms are denoted by ”ZI” and ”FI”, respectively.
Since the datasets used in our simulations do not have
separate training and test sets, we split the sequences in each
dataset such that the first %60 of the sequence is used for
training and the remaining %40 is for test. We also insert
missingness to these sets by randomly deleting certain inputs.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms with respect to
the different missingness ratios we generate two different sets
from each dataset such that randomly selected %30 and %70
of the sequences are missing. In the simulations, these datasets
with %30 and %70 missingness ratios are represented by ”-F”
(frequent) and ”-S” (sparse), respectively. For the training of
the networks, we employ Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
algorithm [19] with a constant learning rate. We use 5-fold
cross validation for the parameter selection.
A. Financial Datasets
In this subsection, we evaluate the performances of the Tree-
LSTM architectures and the single LSTM architectures em-
ploying the zero imputation and the forward-filling techniques.
The LSTM network with the forward-filling algorithm uses the
existence of the inputs as another feature in the input vectors.
Therefore, for a dataset with the input size m, this algorithm
has the input size m+ 1.
We first evaluate the performances of the algorithms on
NYSE dataset. The dataset contains the stock prices of 36
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Fig. 5: Prediction performances for the Bitcoin dataset.
different companies over 5651 days (22 years), where we
randomly select the third company, i.e., Amer-Brands, for the
simulations. For this data, the input is scalar xtk ∈ R, i.e.,
the input size m = 1, and the desired output dtk ∈ R, where
dtk = xtk+1 . For the parameter selection, we make a grid
search on the number of hidden neurons and the learning rate
in the intervals q = [3, 10] and η = [10−1, 10−5], respectively.
We choose the number of hidden neurons as q = 10 and the
learning rate as 10−3 using cross validation. All of the weights
in the networks are initiated from the Gaussian distribution
N (0, 10−2).
In Fig. 4, we illustrate the prediction performance of the
algorithms in terms of the mean squared error on the test
set per epoch. For both experiments conducted with different
missing rates, the Tree-LSTM architecture significantly out-
performs the other two architectures in terms of the steady-
state performance, thanks to its structure providing a unique
response to each presence-pattern. The forward-filling impu-
tation with an existence indicator algorithm is slightly better
than the zero imputation algorithm in terms of the steady-state
error. The Tree-LSTM architecture has also a faster conver-
gence rate compared to the other LSTM architectures. These
results show that assigning a unique LSTM network for each
presence-pattern and then combining their outputs successfully
models the effect of missing data. Our Tree-LSTM architecture
outperforms the state-of-the-art architectures in terms of both
convergence rate and the steady-state performance in this one-
step ahead estimation task.
We also test our algorithm in Bitcoin [24] dataset, which
is a more challenging and unstable data compared to NYSE.
The dataset contains the price of Bitcoin in terms of USD.
Similar to NYSE dataset, the input is scalar xtk ∈ R, i.e.,
the input size m = 1, and the desired output dtk ∈ R, where
dtk = xtk+1 . For the parameter selection, we make a grid
search on the number of hidden neurons and the learning rate
in the intervals q = [3, 10] and η = [10−1, 10−5], respectively.
We choose the number of hidden neurons as q = 10 and
the learning rate as 10−4 using fivefold cross-validation. We
initiate the weights from the distribution N (0, 10−2).
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Fig. 6: Regression performances for the Kinematics dataset.
In Fig. 5, we demonstrate the prediction performance of
the algorithms in terms of the mean squared error on the
test set per epoch. For both missing rates, our architecture
has a better steady-state performance compared to the other
two algorithms. In terms of the convergence rate, all of the
architectures have similar performances in this dataset. The
results show that the Tree-LSTM architecture significantly
outperforms the other algorithms thanks to its novel struc-
ture, which separately processes each pattern and adaptively
combines them by incorporating the missingness information.
B. Real Life Datasets
In this subsection, we compare the performances of the al-
gorithms over several real life datasets under different missing
rates. The LSTM network with the forward-filling algorithm
uses the existence of the inputs as another feature in the
input vectors. Therefore, for a dataset with the input size
m, this algorithm has the input size m + 1. We test our
algorithms on kinematics [25] and California housing [26]
datasets. These datasets contain an input vector sequence and
the corresponding desired signal for each time step.
• Kinematic dataset is a simulation of 8-link all-revolute
robotic arm, where the aim is to predict the distance of
the effector from the target. The original input vector size
m = 8 and we set the number of hidden neurons q = 8
for both LSTM and TG-LSTM networks. For the SGD
algorithm, we select the constant learning rate η = 10−4
from the interval [10−5, 10−2] using the cross-validation.
• California Housing dataset contains the house prices in
the California area and the aim is to estimate the median
of these house prices. The input vector xtk ∈ R8. We set
the number of hidden neurons q = 8, and the constant
learning rate η = 10−4 from the interval [10−5, 10−2].
In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, we illustrate the regression performance
of the algorithms in terms of the mean squared error per epoch
for kinematics and California housing datasets, respectively.
In these simulations, the Tree-LSTM architecture captures the
sequential pattern of the data with a faster convergence rate
compared to the other two algorithms. The LSTM architecture
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Fig. 7: Regression performances for the California housing dataset.
using forward-filling imputation method is slightly better than
the LSTM architecture using the zero imputation technique
in terms of the steady-state error. However, our architecture
significantly outperforms the other two methods in terms of
the steady-state error. These results show that our algorithm
successfully handles the effect of missing samples and mod-
els the underlying structure by using only the existing data
compared to the other methods.
In Fig. 8, we illustrate the effect of the parameter tree depth
L on the performance of our architecture over the California
housing dataset. For this simulation, we use {1, 2, 3, 4} as the
depth of the tree, the number of hidden neurons q = 8, and the
learning rate η = 10−4. When we compare the performance
of the algorithm with the same depth for different missing
rates, the steady-state performance on the frequent data is
significantly higher than the performance on the sparse data.
For the same missing rates and different depth of the tree, the
Tree-LSTM architecture with the depths L = 2 and L = 3
achieve the highest performances in terms of the steady-state
performance. These two networks outperform even the Tree-
LSTM architecture with the depth L = 4 since the size of
the data is not sufficient for learning to combine the outputs
of 16 LSTM networks. Here, we observe modelling capacity
vs. trainability trade-off [27] of the recurrent neural networks,
i.e., while the number of the parameters of an RNN increases,
its potential modelling capability increases as well, however,
the training process becomes more difficult and the RNN may
not achieve its potential steady-state performance. Therefore,
L = 2 and L = 3 are the optimal choices for this dataset in
terms of the steady-state performance.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied nonlinear regression of variable length
sequential data suffering from missing samples in a sequential
setting and introduce a novel architecture based on the LSTM
network, namely, the Tree-LSTM network. In the Tree-LSTM
architecture, we use one main LSTM network and a certain
number of leaf LSTM networks, where each LSTM network
is an expert from the perspective of mixture of experts. Each
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LSTM network is responsible for processing the data sequence
with a particular presence-pattern, i.e., we divide the input
space into the regions based on the missingness information
in a hierarchical manner. We adaptively combine the outputs
of these LSTM networks based on the presence pattern and
generate the final output at each time step. Here, only experts
eligible to process the received input sequence contribute
to the final output. In our architecture, we incorporate the
missingness information by selecting the particular leaf LSTM
networks based on the missingness pattern of the input se-
quence. Furthermore, in terms of the number of multiplication
operations the computational load of our algorithm is less
than the computational load of the conventional algorithm
under high number of missing input values. We also point out
that our architecture can be straightforwardly applied to the
other similar networks such as GRU. The introduced algorithm
protects the model against the deteriorations since it avoids
i) inclusion of arbitrarily generated and unrelated inputs, ii)
multiple imputations of the same input and also iii) unreliable
assumptions on the missing data, since our architecture uses
only the existing inputs without any assumption on the missing
data. We demonstrate significant performance improvements
achieved by the introduced architecture with respect to the
state-of-the-art methods in several different datasets.
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